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Diners sample the alkaptonuria sauvignon '57 Magagbies, public health threat no more! 

Library to get restauran~: 
Bylben Told 

Late this past summer radical change hit the MCG commul)ity when in 
a bold move, Greensplatt Library officials made it known that food and 
drink would be allowed in certain areas of the library. Now trumping even 
themselves; a -library spokesperson recently announced that a franchise 
outlet of "T-Beauts' Famous Pathology Fried Feasts" would soon be opening 
in the upstairs section of the library. This new restaurant, library officials 
state, will allow MCG students to avoid wasting their valuable study time 
while waiting in the long lunchtime lines of the Terrorist Garden or -
McGagbies only to be served the deep-fried, grease-c20vered, butter yuck 
which has become their stock and trade. · 

With the new restaurant, MCG _students can now make complete 
educational use of their dining experience when they enjoy T-Beaut's 
wonderful array of Pathological selections. For example, just one bite of 
T-Beaut's succulent pan-fried Rectovaginal Fistula and a diner will be well 
on his or her way to discovering the clinical nuances and delicious nature of 
inflammatory bowel disease while eating like no other. Yes, anything from 
the Liver Flukes Alfredo to the Hydatidiform Mole Tartare to the Post . 
Mortem Sampler (a house favorite) will stimulate a person's cerebral cortex 
while satisfying even the most discriminating of palates. · Library officials 
expect many of the medical students to utilize the new restaurant, 
especially those with smaller brains. 

- Funding for the new restaurant comes in part from the ~obert Wood 
Johnson Grant, which as most know, is a grant (obscenely named after some 
guy's dangly bits) awarded to certain schools to encourage interest amongst 
its student_s in the primary care medical fields. The grant, which is part of 
the Primary Care Initiative, evidentially operates (in the Editor's opinion) 
under the delusional assumption that if a school is given gobs and gobs of 
cash, that this will somehow induce a financial lobotomy in all of its 
students such that they will suffer sufficient enough brain damage to want to 
go into primary care in the first place. · This would then ensure that there 
would be a steady supply of suckers willing to spend the rest of their days 
getting paid nothing to take care of Gorked-out Nursing home patients. 

Tragically for MCG however, this plan has seemed to have horribly 
backfired. School offidals have evidently spent too much time rolling 
naked in all of the cash, because it is becoming painfully obvious (at least to 
the Editors, mind you) that some of them are now missing certain key lobes 
of their brains. Dr. Tebasco, for example, has recently gone on record in the 
Augusta Chronicle outlining his vision for the future delivery of health 
care. In his interview Dr. Tebasco stated (and we're not making this up) 

--See T-BEA~S, Page 2 

We're baaaack!_ 
.. . . 

As it has become apparent by now, the rumors of our demise have 
been greatly exaggerated. Contrary- to some people's wishes, but in -
response to the will of the huddled masses, we return, determined to tum 
our pens into swords and fight for truth, justice and an easy buck. We've 
been rode hard and put up wet, and there ain't nothing kind and gentle 
left in our system. _ · 

So if you like what you see, if it disgusts you, if it makes you say 
"my feelings exactly," or if it offends you (assuming a patellar reflex 
~2+), GOOD! So long as it does something to kickstart those otherwise_ 
vegetative synapses that are becoming all too common around here. So 
get off those hypertrophied butts and write. This inay. be the best chance 
for some of you to get published somewhere. 

Don't be tactful and polite if you are feeling vicious and mean 
spirited (like most normal people), all we ask is that submissions be 
written with some sophistication and intelligence (harder for some than 
others). We solicit materia~ from the range of sociopolitical ideology, 
from nonexistent to fascist to ultra-liberal (so hyper-reflexive, knees are 
locked in tetany; finds everything offensive). The one thing you can count 
on from us: Death to political correctness, long live the free press. 
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Genetic aspects of female behavior explained 
By: .Yersin Pestis 

Certain asP,ects of female behavior are so ubiquitous to have suggested 
a sex-linked character in their nature.1 Genetic factors in behaviors 
concerning maternal care, inate selection, and others have been well 
described by the sociobiologists and anthropologists in scientific literature.2 
However, the trait of bitchiness, a well-known and almost univer5ally 
accepted part of female personality, has received almost no attention from 
the academk community.3 Through. much research, the genetic basis of 
bitchiness has nowJ>een elucidated. 

Bitchiness· is-inherited in sex-linked fashion; the bitch gene (B) ridin~ 
on the X chromosome.4 Thus, females receive two alleles· of the gene (XBxB") 
while males receive only a single dose cxByO), and are unaffected in the 
hemiygous state. · 

The bitch gene seems to exhibit at least two alleles for the trait, 
referred to a Band b, expressed in a pattern of incomplete dominance.5 Thus, 
a homozygous dominant, BB, would exhipit the· full-blown classic bitchy 
phenotype. Examples of suspected dominant homozygotes are Gloria 
Steinem, Rona Barret, Helen Taussig, and certain members of the MCG 
student body who shall remain nameless due to the author's very real fear of 
emasculation.6 · · · 

T-Beaut's from: page 1 

that in the future all the less significant health care workers (nurses and 
the like)· will spend their days slaving in the hospital while the 
physicians, residents, and medical students sit at home and supervise it all 
on T.V. Previously, this was known as the Sophomore year of medical 
school, b1,1t will now be given the grandiose title of "Telemedicine." The 
upshot of this of course is that in all likelihood, with such an arrangement, 
hospital mortality will d~cline' dramatically. 

Also as part of this new mission, the dental school will of course close. 
Because outside of keeping suicide statistics high, dentists serve no true 
purpose in life, primary care or otherwise. Dental hygienists will assume 
all previous duties of the dentists and will receive special trainiIJg in how to 
gouge teeth like experienced Nazi interrogators, so patients don't stiffer from 
culture shock when the change occurs. · 

So to recap, reservations are now being accepted on a first come, first 
serve basis; and for a limited time financial aid officials will be available 
'frir payment assistance when T-Beaut's opens (in keepi!lg with the 
affordability of all library services here on campus). At any rate, happy 
dining. · 

·THE CADA VER IS A MCG STUDENT PUBLICATION , 
Published deep underground about three times a year (or when we feel like it) 
1994-95 EDITORIAL STAPH -ALL HIGHLY METHICILLIN RESISTANT 

(:.Jose "Magna CumTesticulatum" Cosgrove: Editor in Chief (JQst until these 
yah-hues get their feet wet) · . 
Rob Parel: Co-Editor and Grand Wizard of the Knights of Columbus 

. Daniel Cruskin: Co-Edifor, currently nursing a nasty Penicillihn addiction 
Amir Shahlaee: Ball-buster Business manager and driver of the getaway van 
J. Pete Redmond: Staph writer. A true comedic genius, nuff said 
Homoboobus Bob Titelman: Staph ~iter forced to work in front of idling Audi 800's 
Marcus Simmons: Typist and resident <;oat .wrestler 

'thanks to, . 
Contributing Authors: Jared White,the underrated lab guy (who is currently under 
heavy rii.~icinal sedation), and Dana Hogan our resident staph blonde. Thanks to 
Bri.an Shuster, Doug Wiley, Jennifer Berman, Hans for the artwork and to Ivy 
Crowder (for trusting us with her reputation). Also thanks to Ron Lewis, Carl Kemp 
and Kip Hicks for prior glories. No thanks to Rob and Daniel who didn't do a @#$ 
&"%~thing except take credit for this baby, and give Amir grief in the process. 

Deadline for the February ·issue is 1/31/95. Please send all submissions, letters, 
photos, story ideas, spare change or letter bombs to CADA VER, MCG Box 3005. 
(We are in special need of articles spoofing medical students. What we don't need, 
however, is drunken tirades from nursing and dental students (which is what we 
usually get, if we do get anything at all). So at least make an attempt to make it witty. 
The editors wish remind you that this paper was printed on heavy duty paper 
because "I don't know, but I've been told, big-legged women ain't got no soul." 

~ '. • "1' 
:.- .... 

The . heterozygous genotype forms -a large portion of the female 
population. Symbolized Bb, in actuality, the genotype may also show some 
intermediate alleles which have not been isolated. Heterozygotes exhibit 
a wide range of behav_iors, depending on the expression of their genes, 
ranging from mild cattiness to fulminant bitchiness approaching that of the 
homozygous dominant. The degree of expression of the genotype seems to 
depend greatly upon environment influences, espec.ially the genotype of close 
friends of the same sex? · 

The homozygous recessive can be devoid of all bitchy traits, but 
unfortunat~ly, this genotype is as scarce as hen's teeth (or A's in pathology). 
The gene frequency of bb is estimated to be less than 0.0001, which equals one 
in a blue gazillion. Archetypical homozygous recessives include the Virgin 
Mary, Mother Teresa, and the mother on the 'Waltons."8 · However, despite 
the small percentage of these homozygotes, there remains a steady 
occurrence of the genotype - several hundred per generation worldwide. So it 
may be seen that bitchiness in females is not something to be alarmed at, but 
something to be expected, and one may conclude only this, to paraphrase Dr. 
Stoney: "Life's a bitch, then you marry one." 
NEXT ISSUE: "Why Men Take Such Long Showers" subtitled: "Are Hairy 
Palms Sexy?" 

FOOTNOTES 
1. Journal of Obscure information, 1992, 43-57. (All article authors feel a need to 

. footnote their first sentence to prove their article is worthwhile). 

'\ 

2 You really read these? · . 
3. Suppertime conversations about upcoming research probably took care of most 
interest in the field . 
4. Made up out of need, completely unsupported by any scientific data of any kind 
(What did you expect from us anyway?) 
5. Bippity boppity boo. · 
6. The advance of science is only worth so much, mind you. 
7. Leading to the expression: "Bitches of a feather flock together." 
8. And my mom of course. 
9. Thank God for Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium. 
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Archives of medicine 
The Journal of the American Medical Association, the high and 

mighty publication that -it is, attempts ea.ch edition to show what medicine 
was like in the good 91' days with a column entitled "JAMA: One Hundred 
Years Ago. '.' I suppose this is done in an effort to show just how clever we've 
been as medical practioners over the years, wiping out certain maladies here 
and there and~what not: In a small way they indeed do a very good job of 
this, but of course this is done with certain reservations and certain very 
obvious omissions. Like for instance, the ideologies and traditions of the 
day (certain, shall we say, controversial ideologies and tradtions of the 
day). We here at the CADA VER, however, suffer from no sucn afflictions 
of wussiness or cartilage spine (as I hope it is quite obvious by now). This is 
due in part to our own long history of airing dirty laundry and displaying 
controversial topics (sometimes, we're the controversial topic). In keeping 
with this, 'we have conducted our own little research into medicine's 
convoluted little past, compliments of one certain senior medical student 
(the one without a left wing, if that's a hint). And so, for your amusement 
we present to you that most controversial of aged ideological issues: 

WOMEN IN MEDICINE . 

explanation which has led to the accurate knowledge of the diseases of the 
lungs and of the heart, fails us when the functions of the generative organs of 
women become deranged. Modesty, the safeguard of society, raises such a 
barrier between the patient and the practitioner, that she long conceals her 
sufferings, and when at last modesty bends to the duty of self-preservation, 
she naturally prefers the elder practitioner, and thus deprives the younger 
of the average opportunities of studying her disease. If women were able to 
compete with men in the practice of medicine, the greater freedom of 
intercourse between the female doctor and her patient would have the 
advantage of leading to the earlier 'discovery of diseases of women, and to 
their earlier treatment. On the other ha'nd, the predominance of emotion 
over reason, the· monthly upset of health, the crippling of physical power 
by pregnancy, parturition, and lactation, and the strange effects of these 
necessary states of womanhood on a woman's mental and emotional_ 
faculties, will not allow many women to go through the same course of 
medical studies as we do, and to make as effectual use of their knowledge; 
while any large number of imperfectly educated medical women would add 
considerable to the bills of mortality. As a· m·otive-power, ambition · in_ 
women is not to be compared to the healthy prompting of sexual instincts 

1 which must lead women to marry, and then the education of children and 
the interminable care of a family will take away from most women the 
desire of adding other pursuits and responsibilities to their won." "One reason why it is so difficult for young practitioners to understand' 

diseases of women, is that one sex alone is qualified by the power of 
continuous work, and by the nature of his mental capadty, to investigate 
what the other sex has alone to suffer. ·That freedom of investigation and of 

Please don't squeeze 'the O.J~ 
Handbook of Uterine Therapeutics 
Edward John Tilt, M.D., 1881. 

Doing our very best to contribute to the decline of Western civilization, 
and catch a ride on the "Juice-bashing" bandwagon the CADAVER has yet 
again asked its resident blonde (the one · with aberrant . cortical 
hypertrophy) to compile for you these tasty tid:.bits,of American culture. 

Did you hear that O.I. confessed? 
They had to squeeze it out of him. 

Hertz Car Rental Agency is no longer using O.r as a figurehead, but he has 
already picked up a new sponsor: Chik-fil-a. 

"Knock-knock" 
"Who's there" 
"O.J." 
"O.J. who?" 
"Congratulations, you're on the jury!" 

What is O.J.'s favorite kind of car? 
The Elway: because it's a slow white Bronco. 

· Did you hear that 0.1. is thinking of getting remarried? 
He· wants to take another stab at it. , 

A lot of people want 0.J. over for Christmas dinner, they've heard that he's 
really good at slicing up the __ meat. 

How are Michael Jackson and 0.l. Simpson alike? 
They both have a missing glove. 

Do you know what "O.I." stands for? 
"Orange jumpsuit" 

· What new job has been given to Nicole Simpson? 
Pez dispenser. 

. -~~ ~~ 

Sometimes fact is better than fiction: O.J.'s girlfriend's alibi is that she ~as 
on a date with Michael Bolton (of all people) on the night ofthe murder~ . . ; . . ~~ 

0.J.'s lawyers have become so successful that they now can specialize, James 
Cochran only represents people with one glove. 

How are Pee Wee Herman and-0 :1. Sirnp~nalike?< 
They both got arrested for w'hacking off~ 

::f·. 

~ .. 

Letter to the Editors-- -------~~~-
I am a third year dental student writing in protest to the con_tinued 

J;llaligning of the dental school by the CADAVER staph. The stereotypes 
perpetuated by the Medical School snobs· on the staff are ludicrous. 
Contrary to popuiar opinion, dental students are not pathetic, friendless-, 
mental midgets stuck in the oral phase of development. (Editor's note: We are 
currently awaiting proof to verify t!tis radical concept) Although we are 
extremely busy preparing for our finaJ in "Pathology . of . the Lips and 
Tongue,'.'..! have asked some of my classmates to explain why dental school·-is 
truly a challenge. Here are some of my esteemed colleagues responses: 

~'They expect us to learn the entire mouth is just four years." . 
"Dental school is hard enough as-it is, and when you factor in my low self 
esteem, it becomes that much more difficult." 
"We must have complete knowledge of the Anatomy, Physiology, and 
Pathology of each of the 32 teeth in the human head, not to mention those in 
teratomas. Medical students learn what? One heart, two lungs, and a few 
feet of intestines?" · · · 
"My friends often say to me: 'These foul smelling, ulcerated lesions have 
invaded my gums. What should I do?' · Now if I wasn't a dental student, to 
whom would they turn." -

" " ' ... .. ./ .. ... ... '."- .... ..... .... .. .. ... .... .... " .... ' " 

"We have to learn 2 .complete branches; ci lhe:T:~igeminal Ner~e,' as H, .;,.;e 
didn't have enough to.do.'' .. . • 
"Dentistry is a fast-paced field. Emory's -dental school closed because it 
couldn't keep up .with the ever-changing ~echnology of fighting tooth 
decay." .. 
"I just can't get over the fact that -I get to put my hands in people's mouths. 
It's just too ba~ that they make us where gloves.'' 
"We have to go to the trouble of making 'friends outside of our.classes unlike 

. other people on campus, because I wouldn't go through the risk of being seen 
socially with any of these people.'' · · 
"Learning . to' manipulate dent.al instruments is extremely difficult, 
especially when you consider tha·t few of us have opposable_ thumbs.'' 

Jim G. Vitis, Class of 1995. 

Editors Note: We appreciate the input of the dental school and now understand 
some of the rigors that you must' endure throughout the four years of dental school. 
Om only adv\ce in your never ending struggle is _to remember that if all else fails, you 
can always go to PA school. 

. .. ,,_ . ". 
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In the News 
.R & E BUILDING SINKING 

Physical plant employees are currently working to stem the tide on 
what is becoming a school embarrassment: the Colonel T. Sanders Research 
and Education Building, much like President Clinton's reelection bid, is 
sinking fast into the ground. Engineers first noted the calamity early this 
past summer and school officials have been underway generating contingency 
plans in case the building is to be completely lost.- (Such as finding housing 
for all of the Graduate students who live in the R & E building, and 
purchasing sun block and shaded glasses for them, seeing as they will 
probably be exposed to the light of day when they are forced to evacuate. ) 
Don Borrison, chief janitor of the R & E, has stated that all such plans are 
premature because it would only require moving the study areas for the first 
year medical students back into the R & E to rectify the problem. As he 
stated, "It was their danged over-inflated egos keeping this baby afloat in 
the first place. It didn't start a-sinking until they got moved out last year." 
Although no word has come on what exactly will be done concerning this 

_cherished landmark, the crack CADAVER staff will certainly keep you 
abreast of all developments. (In the meantime, we're not going within 
spitting distance of that place). 

TOURETIE'S MEETING ENDS IN CHAOS -
A riot .erupted Tuesday in the Student Center when a scheduling error 

placed .both the "People with Tourette's Syndro~e" support group and the 
"~oping with Your Explosive Personality Disorder" support group in the 
same meeting room at the saine time. Campus police were able to quell the 
violence easily although many officers had · to be t~ken off of ticket writing 
duty. to provide the .necessary: back-up. Said Randall Parker, the Tourette's 
support group spokesperson, ''Evidentially (punch) the other folks (#$%*) 
took some of our (@!&-)_outbursts at face value, it was unfortunate." No 
arrests were made, although those in charge of scheduling have promised to 
take better care in the future. Lamented one Tourette's support group 

member, "Of all of the groups to get mixed up with, we got those guys . . Heck, 
the support group for 'Women with.Bila teral Amygdala Lesions' was right 
next door! We have no (#$%*ing) luck." 

... 
WEIGHT ROOM GETS NEW EQUIPMENT 

With the new edition on the weight room set to open soon, some of the 
equipment which is to occupy the newly expanded areas was unveiled at the 
last SGA meeting. Cliief among them was a machine especially designed for 
men and generously donated by the Xytex corporation known as the 
"Vagimister," which is heralded as "The Ultimate. Aerobic Workout." 
According to the instruction booklet contained on the app_aratu~ men can 
expect to tone and 'shape all of their lower back and buttock muscles while 
burning up to seven hundred calories in one ride while getting one doozy of a 
satisfying workout. Time restrictions of only twenty minutes per outing will 
be enforced, although MCG men are not expected to last more than one, or at 
the most, two minutes on the thing, so lines should be short. When this 
paper went to press the machine specially made for women was not 

· available (the "Penimister") but it is on order and is expected within the 
next several weeks. (Evidently a regional shortage was created when 
several MCG male nursing students bought up all the available machines 
for their own personal use). 
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What they mean, when they say ... 
Often times when conversing in the hospital a student can quickly 

realize that despite years of education and countless hours spent mastering 
the archaic language of medicine, most people just revert to jargon. Then you 
are left trying to figure out just what the hell some folks are saying. So to 
help you out, here are some terms commonly overheard in hospital corridors 
by patients, residents, fellows and what not. This list is incomplete, mind 
you, but at least a good start. . (And remember, we didn't make any of these 
terms up). 

"Smiling Mighty Jesus": Spinal Meningitis. 
· "Fireballs of the Eucharist": Fibroids of the uterus. 
"Belly rubin"': Bilirubin. 
"Circling the Drain," (can also be described as having tight circles): A 
patient who is doing poorly. . · 
"Crash" or" Crump": the active phase of dying, as in refusing to posses a 
pulse, or respiratory rate. 
"Celestial discharge": to actually die, pass on, expire, what have you. 
"Code Brown": to have a bowel movement. 
"Torpedo": a Junior Medical Student, because "You have to point them in the 
right direction; they're slow getting there; and when they do, they cause 
indiscriminate damage." 
"C-M-A": short for "Cover My Ass", a common means of conducting modem 
medicine. -
"Low Blood, High Blood, Bad Blood": means by which some people describe 

their medical problems to you: Anemia, Hypertension, and Syphilis, 
respectively. God forbid if you have to explain to someone how they can 
have "High blood," and "Low blood," at the same time. 
"Train Wreck": a person so sick, they might of well have been in one. 
"Goomba": a mass, usually used to describe a cancer. 
"Sugar": Diabetes. As in "I gots the sugar." 
"Seed": Testicles. 
"The Squash" or "Where you live": the brain. 
"The Beans": the kidneys. · 
"Taking out the nursery but leaving the playpen": used to explain to some 
people what a Hysterectomy is and how it is not going to end their sex life. 
"Blower": a person w'ith COPD, also used to describe the lungs or a 
ventilator. -
"Squeeze": someone's cardiac contractility, or usually, lack of it. 
"BBMF": Broke Bone Me Fix. Typical orthopedic·H & .P. · 
"OTD AMF": short for "Out the Door, Adios my friend," said when 
discharging certain patients. Although, I'll be honest with you, most people 
aren't thinking "My friend," when this is said. 

The CADAVER welcomes any other terms you may have run across, 
and like we said, this list is woefully incomplete. Certain terms, however, 
were purposely left off, like "GOMER," "w!lll," and "BMS" because we did 
not want to trod on the great Sam Shem's territory. But if enough terms are 
submitted, we'll print another list _in future editions. 

. 

CELEBRITY CALENDAR OF DEATH 
1' - . 

J}~~MY 1995 - - - -- '.. -

-

-

1 Michael Bo:ton: 

8 

Spontaneously 
combusts, 
defective curling 
iron blamed. _ 
Happy New Year! 

President Bill 
Clinton: catches 
fire from the -
friction of his 
thighs rubbing 
together while 
jogging. 

15 The Olson 
"Fullhouse" twins: 
dragged off and -
eaten by dingoes. 

22 Geraldo Rivera: 
cutup and 
barbecued salsa 
style in Iowa at 
"Whitefest '95.~' 

29 Cindy Crawford: 
bums to death 
when Charlie 
perfume is ignited 
by Little Richard, 
flaming 
homosexual 

2 Oprah Winfrey: 
caught in Japanese 
drift net; 
GREENPEACE 
enraged. 

9 Demi Moore: 
caught in bear 
trap, manage to 
chew off own leg, 
but bleeds to 
death. 

16 Melanie Griffith: 
b:..'COmes too stupid 
to maintain basic 
metabolic 
functions 

23 Entire cast of 
Beverly Hills 
90210: killed 
when Tori 

- .. Spelling's silicone 
breast implants 
explode. 

30 Sting: slain by 
Aztecs during 
''Save the Rain 
Forest" Tour; head 
used as decorative 
eenterpiece. 

3 Barney the dino: 
syphillis, "Musta 
got it in the 
Phillipines when 
he was in the 
navy," say PBS 
officials. 

10 Arnold 
Schwarzenyger: 
chokes on own 
tongue while 
trying to correctly 
pronounce 
"Cinematography" 

. 17 Sylvester 
Stallone & 
MC Hammer: 
Romeo and Juliet 
style suicide pact. 

24 Dennis Rodman: 
. anaphylactic 

reaction to FD & C 
Yellow #5 while 

-
dyeing hiS:hair . • 

31 Morris the Cat: 

4 Whoppi Goldberg: 
bi~rre gardening 

· accident; catches 
dredlocks in 
bushhog. 

11 Macaulky Culkin: 
raped in. prison by 
theband 
"Danzig." 

18 Michael Stipe 
(REM): has toxic 
reaction -to soap 
during first bath 
'since childhood. 

25 Bill Bellimy 
(MTV): first 
victim of batch of 
Preparation H 

. laced with super 
glue. 

'. 

gets bezoar lodge<:!·~ . 
in trachea, no one ,,· 
available to do -- ·, 

"Kitty" Heimlich 
Maneuver. 

-

-

5 Madonna: 
smothered by sex . 
partners· during · 
AIDS benefit orgy 
and bridge 
tournament 

-: 12 Fred Synder -
. (B-52's): -
perforates colon 
·when he forgets to 
clip the nails off 
his Gerbil. 

19 Sally Struthers: 
r- eaten by starving 

Somalians while 
. filmiJlg 

6 J~rry Garcia: 
cut up, rolled and 
srrioJ<ed by ·· · , 
desperate Betty 
·Ford inmates. 

13 Marky ~ark: 
eaten by "Funky 
Bunch" after his -
plane crashes ir:t 

· the Andes. .. =· 

.. . ... 

7. Jaleel While 
(TV's Urkel): torn 
apart by zombies, 
brains discarded. 

14 Yoko Ono: 
mauled by 
reporters at press 
c::onferenre when 
she threatens to 

i 

sing.~ ' ' - - -- - "'"~ ... >_· ~- ·:-
-- . :.;. 

,.. . ~ ar- '· ., ~ .: -

20 Phil Don,ah~e: ·._;_,~ :.21 Sn<?OI? qoggy Dog: 
hosts show on · ·· .rabies: 
"Gardeners who -
murder talk shaw - : 
hosts with -· : .. :.~-; · -" . ·- co111ri\ercial. 

f-' . . hcdgci:lip~rs." , · _, "i--.) : ; :_:_< .. ; : . '· 
:.· 

26 Sinead O'Connor: 
Pope hasher 
"rubbed out" by 
some Sicilian~ 
who owe him a 

. favor . . c 
-. ... ·' .. .· .. 

. . .. . . .. -· 
.. . 

:' 
, 

. 

· 27To~a0d .~ ~-' ' 
Roseanne:· on . · 
vacation in 
Ala.ska, clubbed 

· -and eaten by Inuit 
·.· · Eskimos~~hen · 
.- m!~ta~C.-~ f<?r walri · 

_. 

: :-: 

! -

28 Al Gore:_ eaten by 
. termites. 

•. .t 

' ' 
~.1 ' 

.:._-. .. 

I • 

( 

. ..................................... """"' ............ -., ....... - ....... · .. --._ .... ~~-~- -- ~~~~~~--~----------~~~~~~~--.... --------..,...~~~~~~~~~~~ - ..... .... - · ... - _......___ •- ........ .\ .... _'t,._ ..._ _., _._.1 •. .: .... •· ... - • -·· .......... _.. .... -................ • _.,, , ••• ii&.,.~·:. ?'-~.~-"' :' : .• -..... ~::•. ':.t-. ! .'!" .. ~-~ •.• • • ~ .,,:._ ........ ..._ ........ - •• •' :..o .#,..i._.-. .... • -~- .,_:- ·;,_A. . -· _-,;, .. : .. ;,..,;"..; ..- .;; .__ - - •.-- -.• ~ .. ,;- ~~-~.. .. ,~_., .• "";.~ ... .:·.:.: ' .P .. •,; •,;·.z~.: ,; '- 'J j ··~·· ~- .. ·~ ·~·~· ~ • ~· ·• -• ..... -- ~ 1 ~·: .. : ~~' .. ~:' 
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Daniel Village 

Barber Shop 
Daniel Villag,e Shopping Center 

• 6 Barbers for Prompt Service 
•Shoe Shine 
• Sunbed 
•Appointments Available 'But 

Not Necessary Call. 736-7045 
VOTED BEST BARBER SHOP 

. ' 

IN AUGUSTA! 
· Prompt Service 
SIX BAR·BERS 

Monday-Friday 9-6 
Saturday 9-5 736.-7230 , 

The .Boll Weevil 
A Cafe & Sweetery 

9th Street at the Amphitheater 

. . l_ - ___.J_.. ...... .,, ............ 

• Santlwich;es (• Pesserts 
-

· • Ca.ppu.c~ino • . E_spressos 
Serving A Full . Menu 

11 a.m.- Midnight 
-Monday through Saturday 

No S mol~ing EI?-vironment 

·Dine-In 722-7772 Carry Out 

' ' . " ' 
~ ........ ~ .. ~ ............. .... . - ' . . .. . ~ . 

. . ' . . . . ~ ' ' . -

~" . 

• • 

·---II· ·--·-· • II II II 

deli V diner 
2742 WASHINGTON ROAD 
AUGUSTA.GEORGIA30909 

Where North Meets South 
· in Perfect Hominy 

· Serving breakfast & Lunch 
6am to 6pm Mon.-Fri. -

and · 
7 am to 3pm Sat.-Sun. 

Fresh Bagels, h.ot from the oven. 
"Made Fresh Everyt1;ay" . ·.· 

CATERING AVAILABLE. 

(706) 736-0770 

C HA 0 S by Brian Shuster 

11Darn thes~ 9utbacks! 11 

. 
.,.. - - ..... - - ~ .. .. . ... .. "" . .. - .. . "" . - .. ~ - ... .... ~ -



DO YOU KNOW . . 
. · 10SAY 

1 
Every day, gOOd people all across America enjoy the re-

freshment of a cold beer or alcoholic beverage. And they do 
it with good sense. , 

~ But, there'll always be a few whc don t · 

~.~ ~ know the meaning of moderation. . 
i: ~ . To help educate these people, Anheuser· 
~x~.... Busch and your local distributor are proud 
~ •· to have developed "KNOW WHEN TO SAY 
~ ·• WHEN:' A national campaign to promote 

greater awareness of the res{>onsibilities associated with 
drinking. d II Anheuser-Busch is proud of the product we brew an s.: . 
We know having a drink in moderation_ is part (CPl3M.nc.~ 
of a normal lifestyle for millions ofAtnencans. A.I..l!Jl!I'. 
All it takes is to know when to say when. Because · .• . 
you're the ctitolf man. 

A.B. Beverage, Co. • P.O. Box 1209 • Augusta, Ga. 30903 

, .. 
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A Scene at the Red Lion: 

·Dental Student Gets Date Drunk 

I 

Hannah and Sarah Fogleman, killed Dec. 12, 1988 at 2:22 pm on 
/-95 South, Brunswick, GA. 

Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do whatever it takes 
to stop him. 

Because if he kills innocent people, how will you live with yourself? 

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. 

. . ' 
\ 

. , . . ' .. ,. .. . .. ' . . .. . , , ' /" '· 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
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MAD WILLIE'S .GOMER INDEX 

This classic treatise on the staging and 
classification of GOMERs has been an invaluable 
aid to students ever since its introduction over ten 
years ago. Now in its third manifestation, we're 
proud to present this essential guide to ward 
taxonomy one more time. Just like a true GOMER, 
it won't go away. · 

I. · PHt History point value 
1. Pulmonary fibrosis secondary· to mustard gas in WWI &/or 

pigeon feces in NYC. 2 
2. Patient ha~ been evicted from 4 nursing homes of descending 

class in prior 4 months. 3 
3. Patient is sent back from "minimal care" nursing home on day 

of discharge. 3 
4 . Old records: · 

A. J Greater than 1 foot in height 3 
B. Greater than 3 lits 2 
C. Gives JMS hernia as he attempts to carry them to office. 3 
D. Show greater 'than 10 major problems 2 
E. Show left AMA at least once (add 1 pt per time) · 2 
F. Show documented anaphylaxis to ASA. Tylenol, Digitalis, 

Lasix, MOM. Phenobarb, Thorazine. &/or tomatoes. 2 
G. Have off-service notes or admit from clinic notes which 

end with "sorry" 
H. Have transfer note from local MD or surgery service 

which b·egin with "This is a good teaching case ... " · 2 
I. Any patient transferred from Medicine to Family Practice. 2 
J. Any patient transferred from Family Practice to Medicine. 4 

II. Review of Systems 
Answers "yes" to any of following questions: 

Do you! teeth itch? 2 
Do your ears ring when you deicate? 2 
Do you have bleeding from your forehead? 2 
Do you have retrobulbar micturitional myalgia? (i.e. Do you 
have pain behind your eyeballs when you" pee?) 
(2 pts if need to explain term. 3 pts if noO 
Do your feces glow in the dark? 

Ill. Phy.sical Exam 
1. l:Jnreduced hip fracture greater ttian 3 weeks at time of 

admission. 
2. Feces under fingernails (add 2 pts if heme positive) 
3. Patient's clothes: Contain greater than 3 species of ectoparasite 

Are immediately burned by nursing service 
4. Flies: Greater than 2 gather 

Greater than 5 gather 
Alight but are.easily shirked away 
Must be flicked away 

return after flicking 
Rather fight than be flicked 
Die on contact 

5. Caries: Greater than 3 
On rotten stump, a.dd each 
Dentures have caries 
Gums have caries 
Tongue has caries ~ 

6. Ataxia manifested by scratch marks on forehead secondary to 
attempts a't nose picking. 

7. Abdomen higher than head despite 30 degrees of elevation or 
diuresis of greater than 75 lbs. 

8. Flashbacks to DT's · 
9. LOC signs: 0 sign 

- Q sign 
Dotted Q sign 

IV. 08-GYN 
History; Patient greater than 19 Y /0 and has never been non-
pregnant long enough to have normal menses. 
Patient SIP 2 C-sections who presents in active labor at 42 

weeks without benefit of prenatal care . . 
Patient so obese, doesn't realize is pregnant until labor 
Pelvic: Speculum comes out with end dissolved 

Something grabs speculum from in.side and pulls it in 
Os has tatoo: "Joe was here" 

V. Lab 
1 . BUN greater than age + 10. 
2. Arterial pC02 greater than 11 O. patient alert 
3. Motile sperm in CSF 
4 . Positive serum stool titers 

2 

3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2. 
3 

1,4 

2 
2 

· .. 3 

2 

. 2 
2 
2 
3 
4 

3 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
3 
3 
2 

VI. 

5. No normal values on: CIC 
SMA-6. 
SMA-12 

6. Urine drug screen short circuits machine 
7. CXR reveals greater than 2 old metallic fragments 
Hospital Course 
1. Admitting orders include: Stat bath 

Stat Kewll bath 
2. Admitting dx in any patient over 20 Y /0 of "failure to thrive." 
3. Patient referred.to as "John Doe" for greater than 48 hours. 
4; Answers all questions asked. on 4 bed ward 
5. Pulls out: IV 

Central or Arterial line 
If inserted via cutdown, add 
Tr&insfusion line and holds. off staff by slinging bag over head 
by tubing 
Foley catheter 

with 30 cc ballon inflated 
with full restraints on 
and eats catheter 

6 .. Requires 2 beds secondary to weight 
7. Gets out of bed with full restraints on and drags bed across 

room by Foley catheter 
8. Can pass own NG tube 
9. Can start own IV 

10. Can Intubate self 
11. Urinates on: Attending 

.Resident or Nurse 
Intern or Student Nurse- . 
JMS 

12. Goes into CHF if flowers in room watered 
13. F ingerpaints with feces 
14. TB discovered after successful CPR. which included mouth to 

mouth ventilation 
·15. Pneumocystis grows out on lung bx, Cryptosporidia grows 

out on rectal bx after CPR with mouth to mouth ventilation. 
16. Throws feces out window 

2 
2 · 
3 
3 
2 

2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
2 

4 
2 
3 
3 
4 
2 

3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
3 
2 

none 
2 
2 

3 

5 
3 

hits pedestrian 
hits intern 

each add 2 
add 3 

hits attending add 8. and. write "ho code" on chart 
17. Herniates brainstem after LP when opening pressure less 

tha.n 60 
18. Drtr1ks: from own urinal 

from r1:>ommates urinal 
if NPO or on I & O's at the time 

19. Regulates: own IV 
roornates IV · 

20. Bites off bulb of thermometer 
if rectal thermometer 
if electric thermometer 

21 . Fungus on skin reaches out and grabs at moving objects 
22 . Semi-formed guiac +stool found more than 10 feet from bed. 
23. Surgery indicated but surgeon ref.uses 
24. Greater than 5 consults obtained 
25 . Patient found in wrong bed 

if other patient still in it, add 
for e·ach additional patient in it, add 

26. Inserts rectal suppository with wrapper on 
27. Takes rectal suppository orally 
28. Puts ampicillin in ear for otitis 
29. Has vibrator .in descending colon 

if still running. add 
30. Smokes through tracheostomy 
31. Smokes through Byrd 
32. Arrives in ER with suitcase and family disappears 
33. CDC places entire ward and staff on quarantine one day after 

patient arrives. 
one day after patient dies 

34. Day of Discharge: spikes temp 
falls out of bed and gets subdural 
developes heme +·stool 
codes 
is discharged anyway · 

35. EKG flat, family thinks patient improved 

3 
3 
4 
4 
2 
3 
2 
3 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
l 
3 
3 
2 

4 
7 
2 
3 
3 
5 

·1 
6 

All points. double after midnight 

Scale: 0-20 normal GOMER 
21-40 redneck GOMER 
41-60· GOMER from Hell 
61-100 Mother of all GOMERS 
100+ Search this patient's pockets for a blue 

. card, because this player is a VET 

" C .. f: r .,. • - .. '" "' "' ~ • ... C ,. "' '- '{ ' .. • ..... 'L 'l ' 
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